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Dear reader,
Our team designs and builds a four-wheel driven electric race-car to
compete in the Formula Student competition. The team consists of 84
of the top students at the Delft University of Technology, with this team
we compete throughout the summer in Formula Student competitions
across Europe. Last year we competed in Formula Student East in Hungary, Formula Student Germany at the famous Hockenheimring and the
picturesque Circuit da Catalunya – the host venue of Formula Student
Spain. Around 600 universities compete in these competitions worldwide.
In these newsletters, we will update you on what our team has been doing
this month – in this case, two months, as the holidays intervened. Within
the present issue, you can find a few paragraphs as well as photos about
Energy Island with tbp, the detailed design reviews, the design presentation, the competitions we’ll be attending this year and the next phase
after the finished design: production. This issue concludes with an interview with our technical manager Roemer Dolman.
Sincerely,
The DUT18 Team
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December 8–9

Energy Island
On the 8th and 9th of December,
we were delighted to be part of Energy Island
in Goeree-Overflakkee together with tbp. The
first day was mainly a congress about the future
of Goeree-Overflakkee regarding the future of
generating only clean energy. After the day started off with some interesting speakers and their
view on energy and what they expect is going
to change the coming years, our team manager
Daan also gave a presentation about our team
and his view on the future of clean mobility. In

the afternoon of the first and the entire second
day we were present in the mobility hall with the
DUT17 and had the pleasure to speak with a
lot of people about our project and how we see
the mobility change over the next few years.
Looking back at these two days, we can say that
it was another great opportunity to get the name
of our project out there! A big thanks to tbp and
the organization of Energy Island for having us
and maybe till next year!
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Detailed
Design Reviews
Like we mentioned in our previous
newsletters, our design phase has three
major checks, called the design reviews. The last
of these, the detailed design review, took place
halfway through December. Good communication is more important than ever, as this is the
last time that our engineers will meet our dedicated alumni before handing in their designs.

one of the most exciting parts of building a racecar:
the production phase. With the design freeze for the
DUT18 in place at the time of writing, this means
we are on the brink of seeing our first parts take
physical shape!

Possibly the biggest challenge when designing a
racecar is the integration of thousands of little parts
into one functioning machine, something our alumni know more than others, after all they’ve done it
before! This means getting even a small amount of
input from them in the design of the DUT18 can
quite literally mean the difference between success or
failure! Once all the parts fit right and our engineers,
chiefs and alumni are satisfied (which admittedly is
a very hard thing to accomplish) we can move on to
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Design
Presentation
On the 12th of January at the Airborne Siemens Experience Centre, we
held the DUT18 design presentation, the pinnacle
event ending the 4 month design phase of our car.
Leading up to this event was quite a bit of preparation, even throughout the holidays, to make sure that
everything would go according to plan.
The day of the design presentation was of course a
busy one: two rounds of the presentation were held
– one for the more formal audience of our sponsors,
taking place earlier in the day, and another in the
afternoon time period where friends and family were
welcomed.
Our team manager Daan and chief engineer Alex gave
a very exciting presentation, but instead of describing and spoiling the secrets to those who haven’t sent
them, you can see for yourself by clicking the link
here. Another exciting part of the presentation was the
DUT18 design video, which you can also find on
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our YouTube channel.
The event was concluded with a borrel, where soft
drinks and snacks were served giving everyone an
opportunity to socialize and take a look at the many
DUT-generations present.
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This year’s
Competitions...
In the past month, another pressing matter
were the registration quizzes that would take place
very closely after the design presentation. Thanks to
the rules test at the beginning of the year, the team
was already quite prepared to overcome the hurdle.
The most important test for our team was the one for
Formula Student Germany.
And so on January 22nd, after several rounds of mock
quizzes, our team gathered together for the FSG rules
test using a dialed-in technique for maximizing accuracy and minimizing time taken. Some small disputes
were still to be settled, but in the end our submitted
answers were all correct and within good time –
DUT18 made it to FSG!
In the meantime, our wild card application for Formula Student Austria also came through, securing our
place at FSA with a story that had the whole team incapacitated with laughs. All that will be revealed here
is that the tale involved the American president as well
as nyan cat... the rest we leave to your imagination.

Production
Kick-off

Next to FSG and FSA, the team will of course be attending Formula Student East this year, a place which
was automatically secured by our performance at the
competition last year.

On the 26th of January, our technical
manager Roemer got us fired up for the official
beginning of the production phase.

Wish us luck for a successful racing season this year,
and for the goals we set during the Design Presentation!

For the ceremonial kick-off, the team gathered in
a large lecture hall, where the production chiefs
and their crews were all presented. In the following
months, these people will be switching out their
laptops for workshop tools and heavy machinery
to put together the DUT18. After the presentation, the whole team was given a tour of our neatly
organized workshop.
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During the kick-off, the drivers were also given a
shout-out, who’s training will soon begin to intensify. Finally, the business plan presentation was
discussed with the description of the selection
process.
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Interview with the
Technical Manager
internship, or as I did joining a DreamTeam.
The design process of a racecar is very
useful to apply the gained knowledge from
the theoretical lectures on. I also wanted to
learn more about group dynamics. Here in
the team I must think so much more innovatively, out of the box so to say. You get a
problem, think about how to solve it.
Could you give us a brief overview of your daily tasks?
My tasks are setting up and maintaining
contact with sponsors, making the planning
for the entire team. Opposite to the perspective of the chiefs I look further in the
future, mostly till the end of the year, rather
than merely the next few weeks.

Roemer Dolman
DUT18 Technical Manager

Could you introduce yourself
please?
I’m the technical manager of Formula
Student Team Delft. I studied Mechanical
Engineering here at TU Delft. After my
three years of bachelor, I was in search of a
new challenge, so I joined FST to get some
management experience.

So normally I go to meetings, track deadlines, stay in touch with sponsors and make
sure the car is finished in time.
Would you briefly describe
what fascinates you in the
building of a race car?

Why did you join the team?
I think there is a lot to gain next to your
study. It is best time to gain knowledge and
experience by grasping the right opportunities. For example, going abroad or doing an
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I chose for Formula Student Team Delft
for several reasons. Firstly it is a very large
team with over 80 people. So the managerial part is very complex in such a big team.
Timelines run through each other and
sometimes coincide. Keeping track of the
bigger picture can be difficult. As we Dutch
would say, “you can’t see the forest because
of all the trees” sometimes.
Beside this, our car is one of the most com-

plex machines here in the Dreamhall and
this attracted my attention.
What are your tasks at the design presentation?
I will be responsible for the audio and the
light and the livestream, which will be available on YouTube.
How does your commitment at
DUT help your personal development?
Getting to know yourself is very useful.
Being in this team is pushing you to the
limits and this makes me so much more
aware of my abilities. I was very optimistic
at the beginning, but now since I’m here I’m
much more aware of the risks involved in
the process and it made me much more of
a realist. I definitely gained a lot of management skills here, because I am pushed
to my extremes. As another Dutch saying
goes “you have to pull everything out of the
closet” at DUT.

Please finish the following sentences:
• Regarding the FST I can’t
wait to… go to the competition!
• When I’m not at the office,
you will most likely find me...
at my musical instruments.
• My dream car is a… I think a
Mercedes, but no clue which one!
• I’m a happy technical manager when… everything is done in time!

How will the commitment at the
FST help you personally in your
future career?
The team has changed my perspective on
my future. I always thought I would become a regular engineer, who does the math
and just designs things. However, now I’m
much more interested in the field of Project
Management as well. The team extended my
scope a lot on other job areas.
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Sponsors
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We hope You have enjoyed reading our newsletter
and we’ll see you again next month!
Until that time, visit us on :

Sincerely,
The DUT18 Team

